We thank the editor and the anonymous reviewer for the encouraging comments and
constructive suggestions on the manuscript. Below, we explain how the comments and
suggestions are addressed and make note of the revisions in the revised manuscript. The
reviewer’s comments are in blue color. Our replies are in black, and our corresponding
revisions in the manuscript are in red.

Reviewer #1
General Comments:
Dust particles play important roles in the climate system and local environment, so it’s
critical to advance the current understanding of how the spatial distribution of dust and
relevant processes are represented in the climate models. Here dust mass budget,
extinction profile, and surface concentrations from three GCMs (CESM1, CESM2, and
E3SMv1) and one reanalysis product (MERRA2) are compared with multiple satellite
products, e.g., MODIS, MISR, CALIOP, and station observations. All the models
underestimate dust transport over the oceans, although E3SMv1 performs slightly better
due to its higher mass fraction of fine mode dust. MERRA2 also shows better agreement
with CALIOP DOD. The discrepancies among the satellite products are also discussed.
The paper is overall well written. The authors did a credible job in analyzing how
different model settings, such as dust source function, geometric standard deviations,
mass fraction, and model layers, affect the simulation of dust in the three GCMs that used
the same dust emission scheme. The findings help better understand the performance of
the widely used GCMs. I have some comments regarding the methodology, and some
clarification probably would further improve the paper.
Reply: We thank the reviewer for the encouraging comments. We have revised the
manuscript following your comments regarding the methodology and clarifications of the
text to improve the paper.
1. Here model performances are evaluated by comparing model results with satellite
retrievals. As noted by the authors, due to the differences in the instruments and retrieval
algorithms, certain discrepancies are found among satellite products, adding difficulties
to the evaluation. I wonder if the authors can include some discussion on the uncertainties
of the satellite products themselves, e.g., their estimated errors in AOD in comparison
with ground observations, which probably could be found in previous publications.
Reply: We thank the reviewer for the suggestion. We added some discussion on the
comparison of AOD retrieved from CALIOP, MODIS and MISR with AERONET ground
observations in section 3.2 of the revised manuscript:
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“Previous studies found that MODIS and MISR AOD agrees reasonably well with
AERONET (e.g., Sayer et al., 2014; Garay et al., 2020), while CALIOP AOD has a
notable low bias (e.g., Schuster et al., 2012; Omar et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2018). Sayer et
al. (2014) evaluated C6 DB, DT and merged AOD from MODIS Aqua against
AERONET observations at 111 sites during 2006-2008. A small median bias of -0.0047
for merged AOD was found if the three products are validated independently. Garay et al.
(2020) showed that MISR level 2 V23 AOD has a low bias of -0.002 compared with
AERONET observations. Schuster et al. (2012) compared CAL-L2 version 3 AOD with
measurements at 147 AERONET sites from June 2006 to May 2009. They found that
CALIOP AOD has relative and absolute biases of -13% and -0.029, which is mainly
caused by low biases for columns that contain dust subtype. This indicates that a higher
lidar ratio (> 40 sr) may be needed to improve CALIPSO dust retrievals.”
“More recently, Kim et al. (2018) evaluated CAL-L2 version 3 and 4.10 AOD against
measurements from 176 AERONET sites and MODIS level 2 C6 products from 2007 to
2009. They found that global annual mean CAL-L2 AOD has increased from 0.084 in
version 3 to 0.128 in version 4.10 for nighttime, which is mostly due to lidar ratio
revisions for different aerosol subtypes. The low AOD bias relative to AEROENT is
improved from -0.064 in version 3 to -0.051 in version 4.10.”
We also added some discussion on the comparison of aerosol extinction retrieved from
CALIOP with ground lidar observations in section 4 of the revised manuscript:
“A low bias of the CALIOP aerosol extinction in the lower troposphere (< 2 km) relative
to ground-based lidar measurements from the Micro-Pulse Lidar Network (MPLNET)
and the European Aerosol Research Lidar Network (EARLINET) at several individual
sites has been found in previous studies (e.g., Campbell et al., 2012; Misra et al., 2012;
Papagiannopoulos et al., 2016). Further work can be done to evaluate CALIOP dust
extinction against measurements from MPLNET and EARLINET.”

2. Some details about model settings are not clear, which may affect the interpretation of
model results. For instance, are surface winds nudged in all the GCMs or only in the
E3SMv1? If it’s only nudged in E3SMv1, how would this affect the intercomparison? All
the three models used the DEAD dust emission scheme, is the same tuning factor applied?
If not, it is expected to have quite different emissions regardless of other settings.
Reply: In this study, horizontal wind components u and v at all vertical layers in all three
GCMs were nudged toward MERRA-2 meteorology. Since we tuned the global annual
mean dust emission in the three GCMs so that AOD in the dust source regions
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(DOD/AOD>0.5) matches the satellite observations, different tuning factors were applied.
However, the dust emission is changed uniformly over the globe by using a single tuning
factor. The spatial distributions of dust emission can still be influenced by other
parameter settings, such as source function and soil moisture. We control AOD over
source regions so that we can compare the performance of CESM1, CESM2, and
E3SMv1 in simulating dust transport from source regions. CESM1 and E3SMv1 produce
quite similar dust emission. However, dust emission in CESM2 is much lower due to its
longer dust lifetime in the atmosphere to have a similar global mean DOD.
To avoid the confusion, we modified the text in the revised manuscript:
“The horizontal wind components u and v in the three models were all nudged toward the
MERRA-2 meteorology using a relaxation time scale of 6 hours.”
“The global annual mean dust emission in CESM1.2, CESM2.1, and E3SMv1 was tuned
so that AOD in the dusty regions (DOD/AOD>0.5) matches the observations from
MODIS onboard Terra and Aqua. Thus, the tuning factors are different among the three
models. Generally, CESM1 and E3SMv1 produce quite similar dust emission. However,
dust emission in CESM2 is much lower due to its longer dust lifetime in the atmosphere
to have a similar global mean DOD.”

3. While many factors, such as dust source map and mass fraction, can affect dust
transport, meteorological conditions may also play a role. I think adding a brief
discussion about how meteorological factors could affect dust transport in the models in
section 4 would complement current analysis.
Reply: We thank the reviewer for the great suggestion. We added a brief discussion on
the effects of meteorological factors on dust transport in section 4 of the revised
manuscript:
“Smith et al. (2017) ran CAM4 with constrained meteorology (i.e., horizontal wind
components, temperature, surface pressure, sensible and latent heat fluxes, and wind
stress) from three reanalysis (MERRA, ERA-interim, and NCEP) and found that the
global annual mean AOD is 0.026 ± 30%, indicating an uncertainty due to meteorology
of 30%. Precipitation is another important meteorological factor which not only affects
the dust transport by wet deposition but also changes dust emission through soil moisture.
A high bias of precipitation over and near the source regions may reduce dust transport to
remote regions. Rasch et al. (2019) showed that E3SMv1 and CESM1 tend to rain too
early compared with observations, especially over land (~ 6 hours). The bias in the
diurnal cycle of precipitation may also influence the dust transport, considering the strong
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vertical mixing of dust during daytime.”

Specific Comments:
1. L85, what does “L1B” standard for?
Reply: It stands for level 1B. We changed “CAL-L1B” to “CALIOP level 1B
(CAL-L1B)” in the revised manuscript.

2. L100, it’s actually “three models”, since MERRA2 is a reanalysis.
Reply: We changed “four models” to “three models and one reanalysis” in the revised
manuscript.

3. L129, do you have any idea why the source function in CESM2.1 is so dramatically
different from CESM1.2.
Reply: We can see from Fig. S1 that the source function in CESM2.1 is tuned according
to different regions. We contacted Dr. Natalie Mahowald from Cornell University and
know that the source function in CESM2.1 was tuned down to match the observed global
DOD because of the large differences in aerosol coarse mode size and standard deviation
between CESM1 and CESM2.

4. L143 “fine dust” instead of “find dust”?
Reply: Corrected. Thanks.

5. L164, “see Figure 3 in Kok 2011”, wrong citation? I did not find information about
MERRA2 in Kok (2011).
Reply: In MERRA-2, the size distribution of emitted dust particles follows Tegen and
Lacis (1996). Figure 3 in Kok 2011 shows the emitted dust size distributions for Tegen
and Lacis (1996) (magenta lines) and Zender et al. (2003) (green lines). We modified the
sentence to clarify that:
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“MERRA-2 uses the emitted dust size distribution following Tegen and Lacis (1996) and
has the highest mass fraction of emitted fine dust (0.1-1.0 µm) among the three models
and one reanalysis (see Figure 3 in Kok 2011 for the comparison of emitted dust size
distribution), which can increase the dust transport.”

6. Line 168, model levels are inconsistent with the values in Table 1.
Reply: We changed the vertical levels to 56 for CESM1 and CESM2 in Table1. Thanks.

7. L183-188, is Ångström exponent <0.3 applied by Pu and Ginoux (2016) or only in the
DOD you retrieved?
Reply: Ångström exponent <0.3 is applied by Pu and Ginoux (2016). We use the MODIS
DOD over land provided by Dr. Paul Ginoux.

8. L459-460, can smaller fractions of fine dust in the models also contribute to the
biases?
Reply: Yes, smaller fractions of fine dust in the models can be a contributing factor to the
low biases. However, Adebiyi et al. (2020) found that current GCMs overestimate the
amount of fine dust (diameter less than 2.5 µm) in the atmosphere when compared to
measurements. It would be nice to have size distribution measurements of dust over the
Pacific to investigate this possible issue.

9. Lines 494, what criteria did you use to select the 12 sites? Availability of records?
Geographic location?
Reply: We selected the 12 sites mainly based on their geographic locations, which cover
the Arctic, Antarctic, trans-Pacific region, and trans-Atlantic region. We added one
sentence in the revised manuscript to explain that:
“We select the 12 sites based on their geographic locations, which cover the Arctic,
Antarctic, trans-Pacific region, and trans-Atlantic region.”

10. L514, “E3SMv1 produces small amount of dust emission in the Arctic (Fig. 2c)”. It is
interesting that CESM1 did not show any dust emission in the Antarctic despite that it is
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used the same source functions as E3SMv1. Is this due to different snow coverage?
Reply: We think it is mainly due to low soil moisture along the coast of the Antarctic in
E3SMv1. We added a sentence to clarify that:
“E3SMv1 produces small amount of dust emission in the Antarctic (Fig. 2c) due to its
low soil moisture along the coast of the Antarctic.”

11. Fig. 1b, station names are labeled for some sites but no others. Why?
Reply: We previously only labeled the 12 sites shown in Fig. 10. We revised Fig. 1 to
label all observation sites used in Fig. 9.

Figure 1. Illustration of (a) 12 selected domains and (b) network of stations measuring
dust surface concentrations.

12. Fig. 5, is the collocation method similar to that described for dust extinction in
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L232-241?
Reply: Yes. We mentioned in Section 2.3.2 that we first collocate modeled dust
extinction with CALIOP retrievals and then integrate it to get the DOD values. Note that
DOD from model and CALIOP is for nighttime, while DOD from MODIS and MISR is
for daytime. We added a note in the figure caption:
“We integrate the collocated dust extinction profiles from the three models and one
reanalysis to get the nighttime DOD values. DOD from MODIS and MISR is for
daytime.”
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